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ferri possessed.38-caliber ammunition that was manufactured outside the united
states, and was not licensed to purchase or possess, and had been ordered for a

tec-9 by a known felon. this ammunition had been stored inside of a hollow area of
the tec-9, surrounded by a canvas bag. had the same problem with my tec 22.

check the control spring hitting the pin. you have to take off that spring and put it
on the top of the chamber. it's just like a 1911. i tried to make my own hammer and
pin. they were a pretty bad fit. i just made a hammer that would fit and it's okay. it's

metal. mine was sanded to the point of being a sphere. and i had to make a very
thick hammer pin. it works but it doesn't have much leverage. i am going to make

my own hammer pin also. i had the same problem. i finally figured out that the
battery and cylinder are held together with a tight fit. i got the tec-22's cylinder off

an old surplus batch. it was a bit crinkled. so i got a new one from starrett's and it fit
perfectly. do not let the sensors turn on. they are just too close together. hope this
helps ditto for me, after three firing pins they will keep turning and not retract, if

you keep cocking you may just set the trigger backwards and fire and not actually
fire a round. with the hammer on the trigger, it looks like it's supposed to go off, but
actually doesn't. remove the hammer and cock it back you can pull the back of the

trigger back out and pull it against the rear of the cylinder, this pushes the sear
back and lets it go. i got one of the intratec tec-22's and i figured out that the safety

catch spring when you close it on the hammer. also if you retract the hammer
completely you can use the spring to push the sear out.
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